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HEARING
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Protecting your employees ears
 
100% Compliance, 
100% Comfort guaranteed



In work environments, safeguarding your
hearing health is essential. Hearing loss
and Tinnitus are common workplace
injuries, that are preventable. 

Employers have a responsibility to
provide hearing protection that is used
correctly, all day, every day and protects
their employees' when the workplace
noise is above 80 decibels (dB). 

Whether it is on a construction site, in a
noisy office or a bustling factory, by
providing proper hearing protection,
employers can ensure that their
employees ear health is protected. 

KEEPING UP WITH
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
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CUSTOM FITTED HEARING
PROTECTION

1   Cheaper than foam plugs after 9 months of use

Snugs Vs. Disposable Foam ear plugs

Snugs supply a superior PPE hearing protection product to 3M’s foam ear
plugs. The 5 key advantages are:

2.  Re-useable equates to 90% less environmental waste

3.  Higher Noise Blocking compliance through improved comfort

4.  Improved hygiene ensures less worker days off through ear infection

5.  Decreases employer’s liability risk, improving employees health & wellbeing
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Cheaper than 3M Foam ear-plugs in
first year. No cost in subsequent years

Snugs Shield Work is customised attenuated hearing protection made from a
medical grade, hypoallergenic soft silicone, offering the. highest level of comfort.
Rated in the USA at 26 dB NRR, equivalent EU/UK Rating of 33 db SNR 

SNUGSSHIELD WORK
Snugs hearing protection range provide solutions for all noisy environments. With
different custom fit methods available, we are able to supply your workforce to suit
their particular requirements.

Its optimal attenuation improves speech
intelligibility and makes warning signals
even more apparent. 

Employees are therefore extremely
motivated to wear Snugs hearing
protectors throughout the working day
without interruption.

Benefits:

Ballistic Carry case with Belt hook

Attenuated filters to allow good work
sound and warning signal perception

Customised fit improves employee
acceptance and willingness to wear
ear PPE, ensuring 100% compliance

Flush, discreet fit in the ear to avoid
being knocked out of place

Handle for hygienic insertion into
ear and easy removal 

Lanyard that pops-off under stress or
entanglement

90% less Environmental Waste than
disposable Foam Ear-plugs

More Compliant through 100% usage 



SnugsShield Comms enables you to
work comfortably and safely in a noisy
environment. The Acoustic Airline Tube is
a completely passive component, devoid
of electronics. 

Employees often remove their earplugs
or ear defenders ‘briefly’ in order to
communicate. During those few minutes
when employees go unprotected, the
risk of hearing damage increases
significantly. 

The Comms Tube enables you to listen to
radio communication whilst protecting
your hearing from dangerous, loud and
annoying noises. 

SNUGSSHIELD COMMS
In-Ear Custom-Fitted Communications & Hearing Protection 
One Ear: Communicate via Acoustic Airline Tube connected to your RF Radio. 
Other Ear: 27dB SNR Attenuated Hearing Protection. 

Benefits:

Custom fit for maximum comfort

Hearing protectors also aid
communication

Improved speech intelligibility

Easy to insert, remove and maintain
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Snugs Shield Food meets the strict
requirements for safety and hygiene in
the context of quality control within the
food production industry.

Made from a special detectable material,
they ensure food hygiene compliance
whilst offering the user the highest level
of in-ear comfort. The attenuated filters
ensure communication is possible,
without the need to remove hearing
protection throughout the work shift.

With 100% compliance in use, this means
employees ears are protected 100% of
the time

SNUGSSHIELD FOOD
In-Ear Custom-Fitted 27dB SNR Attenuated Hearing Protection made in the
innovative material Biopor® AB Xtrack, which offers the possibility of detection, X-ray
recognition and is certified as PPE for the food industry. 

Benefits:

All materials are detectable to
prevent contamination of foods

Only available in Blue to meet
industry standards

Bespoke fit for maximum comfort
and compliance in use

Easy to insert, remove and clean to
ensure hygienic use
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THE FITTING PROCESS

On-Site Fit Self Fit

Snugs team of ear care specialists
visit on-site to take precision
moulds of employees ears

Request a quote 

Ear impressions are scanned to
create individual 3D ear files for
employees.

We offer two different fitting methods to make Snugs Shield hearing
protection. Both ensure you are supplied with a certified product which
comfortably protects your employees ears. 

Snugs supply fitting cards for
employees to take and submit
their ear pictures through our
web-based App

Snugs patented AI measures
and matches ears to our 3D
database to find the perfect fit
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Framatome, leading contractor at Hinkley Point C, were
surprised by the care their workers took of their Snugs
earplugs; especially the ease of use and cleaning. Their
lead Health & Safety stated  “I have only had good
feedback from our workers, who are happy to keep their
Snugs in throughout the day”

TRUSTED BY 
Snugs have successfully fitted Snugs Shield custom
fit hearing protection for a number of corporations in
both the UK and USA


